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No hunter cares to risk ______________ his horse, especially when out
upon the prairies.
1.

(lose)

Friend Henry, why do your community consider ______________ sinful
when it is so pretty and comes from a merry heart?
2.

(smile)

A sarcastic allusion to those who seek to evade ______________ their
share of the reckoning.
3.

(pay)

In this movement we should above all things avoid ______________ back
and putting an equal feeling on both reins, for that would be the very thing to
prompt him to rear.

4.

(lean)

I have long since given up ______________ how marriages will turn out,
for it is quite impossible to tell.
5.

(speculate)

Higher and higher rose the tide till it reached his very mouth, and he was
forced to pull himself up to the top of the cask to escape ______________.
6.

(drown)

There you are strapped down in a groove and remain there, unless you
fancy ______________ to prison.
7.

(go)

Imagine ______________ a man that he bored you to extinction, and
expecting to be kissed in return!
8.

(tell)

David didn't say anything, and the man didn't say anything either, but kept
on ______________.
9.

(rake)

Thank you, my child, I will enjoy ______________ in that cosy corner and
watching the water.
10.

(sit)

According to my own experience, we must be careful to avoid
______________ an exaggerated view of such a connexion.
11.

(take)

She is very sensible to little attentions, and is annoyed if anybody appears
to keep aloof from her or to shun ______________ with her.
12.

(converse)
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What would you do with a child who will keep on ______________ about
moving cars, or mill machinery?
13.

(play)

The instructor should avoid ______________ the squad in tiresome
positions while making explanations or corrections.
14.

(hold)

He kept on ______________ it and catching it away from the two little
hands stretched out to receive it.
15.

(toss)

He accordingly bore off, as if anxious to avoid ______________ him, and
displaying every sign of fear, had the satisfaction of perceiving the pirate
change his course, and set all sail in pursuit.

16.

(speak)

He must begin over again; and, as far as he could see, he must keep on
______________ over again indefinitely.
17.

(begin)

The Indian said that this superstition was so infallible and established
among them that on no account would they omit ______________ together to
this place; and thus it was necessary that we should come to blows with
them.

18.

(go)

She herself could imagine ______________ there with a closeness
separate from dignity.
19.

(cling)

Rhoda, would you mind ______________ home alone?20. (go)
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